Combined high-field 13C CP MAS NMR and low-field NMR relaxation measurements on post mortem porcine muscles.
Changes in postmortem muscle characteristics are investigated in muscles from eight pigs exposed to different combinations of preslaughter stress (exercise on treadmill) and stunning method (CO(2) vs electrical stunning). Solid-state (13)C cross-polarization (CP) magic-angle spinning (MAS) NMR experiments are carried out on a total of 16 rapidly frozen M. longissimus muscle biopsies taken in vivo the day before slaughter and at 45 min postmortem. Simultaneously, low-field NMR T(2) relaxation time measurements are carried out on samples from M. longissimus. Glycogen and lactate are estimated from the (13)C CP MAS spectra, and correlations of r = 0.89 and r = 0.70, respectively, to subsequent biochemical determinations using partial least squares regression (PLSR) are established. Moreover, PLSR reveals that, besides the 72 ppm signal (carbons in glycogen), a signal around 38 ppm, which increases concomitantly with lactate, is also significantly correlated to changes in glycogen/lactate. With the assumption that the 38 ppm signal reflects CH(2) in phosphocreatine/creatine, altered mobility of creatine as a result of dephosphorylation is indicated. Finally, PLSR on the 45 min (13)C CP MAS spectra also reveals correlation (r = 0.54) to the slowest relaxing T(2) population (50 min postmortem), known to reflect extra-myofibrillar water. Subsequently, evaluation of the loading plot in the PLSR analysis reveals that the correlation exclusively is associated to the 52 ppm resonance intensity. With the assumption that this resonance reflects methyl groups in choline/phosphatidyl choline, the intensity changes in the 52 ppm resonance imply alterations in membrane properties. Accordingly, the data indicate a relationship between membrane properties and the amount of water being expelled from muscle cells postmortem, which supports the hypothesis that disruption of membranes is implicated in the postmortem mobilization of muscle water.